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Abstract. The electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) of mormyrid electric �sh is a cerebellum-like struc-
ture that receives primary a�erent input from electroreceptors in the skin. Purkinje-like cells in ELL store
and retrieve a temporally precise negative image of prior sensory input. The stored image is derived from
the association of centrally originating predictive signals with peripherally originating sensory input. The
predictive signals are probably conveyed by parallel �bers. Recent in vitro experiments have demonstrated
that pairing parallel �ber-evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (epsps) with postsynaptic spikes in
Purkinje-like cells depresses the strength of these synapses. The depression has a tight dependence on
the temporal order of pre- and postsynaptic events. The postsynaptic spike must follow the onset of the
epsp within a window of about 60 msec for the depression to occur and pairings at other delays yield a
non-associative enhancement of the epsp. Mathematical analyses and computer simulations are used here
to test the hypothesis that synaptic plasticity of the type established in vitro could be responsible for
the storage of temporal patterns that is observed in vivo. This hypothesis is con�rmed. The temporally
asymmetric learning rule established in vitro results in the storage of activity patterns as observed in

vivo, and does so with signi�cantly greater �delity than other types of learning rules. The results demon-
strate the importance of precise timing in pre- and postsynaptic activity for accurate storage of temporal
information.
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1. Introduction

This article shows how synaptic plasticity in the
electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) of mormyrid
electric �sh results in the storage of temporal in-
formation. Temporal information about sensory
and motor signals must be stored in the central
nervous system in order for the organism to pro�t
from experience and to coordinate its motor ac-
tivity. Much is known about the timing of sen-

sory responses and motor signals, but the neu-
ral mechanisms that permit the storage of tempo-
ral information are not yet well characterized. In
the mormyridELL, temporal information is stored
through a process of adjusting the synaptic e�-
cacy of temporally correlated signals that do not
themselves encode the stored information.

The mormyrid ELL is one member of a class of
cerebellum-like sensory structures that are found
in �sh, amphibia, and mammals (represented in
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mammals by the dorsal cochlear nucleus). Sev-
eral of these structures in �sh have been shown
to act as adaptive sensory processors in which
predictions or expectations about sensory input
are generated by an associative process and sub-
tracted from actual sensory input, allowing un-
expected input to stand out [Bastian, 1995, Bell
et al., l997a, Bodznick et al., l992]. Thus, work on
the mormyrid ELL is relevant to an entire class
of structures. Furthermore, the mormyrid ELL
and other cerebellum-like structures are similar
enough to the cerebellum itself that understanding
them could provide insight into cerebellar func-
tion.

Synaptic plasticity has been established in in

vitro studies of the mormyrid ELL at the synapse
between parallel �bers and Purkinje-like medium
ganglion cells. This plasticity is associative and
obeys a temporally asymmetric learning rule [Bell
et al., l997a]. Depression of synaptic e�cacy
takes place after pairings in which the postsy-
naptic spike occurs within a short interval after
the onset of the parallel �ber-evoked epsp. En-
hancement of e�cacy takes place after pairings at
all other delays between the epsp and the post-
synaptic spike. Asymmetric learning rules have
also been observed in other systems [Bi and ming
Poo, 1998, Levy and Steward, 1983, Markram
et al., l997, Zhang et al., 1998]. In these other
systems, however, occurrence of the postsynaptic
spike within a short interval following epsp onset
leads to enhancement of synaptic e�cacy.

The mormyrid ELL presents a special oppor-
tunity for examining the storage of temporal in-
formation because of the plasticity that has been
demonstrated at both the systems and synaptic
levels. But the connection between these two lev-
els is far from direct - between changes at single
synapses and changes in responses to normal sen-
sory and motor signals of whole neurons embed-
ded in a circuit. Modeling studies, such as those
presented here, can help bridge the gap between
synaptic and systems levels.

This study shows that the minimal require-
ments for storing a negative image of prior sensory
information in the mormyrid ELL are the tempo-
rally asymmetric learning rule that has been es-
tablished in vitro and a series of delayed parallel
�bers inputs that are time-locked to a reference

moter command (see next section). The study also
shows that the speci�c learning rule established in
in vitro studies [Bell et al., l997b] is optimal for
such storage.
More generally, the study indicates that subtle

variations in the learning rule, that is, in the tim-
ing relations between pre- and postsynaptic events
that induce synaptic change, lead to major di�er-
ences in the large scale dynamics of neuronal re-
sponses. Di�erent learning rules appear to have
functional consequences that are useful for di�er-
ent neural computations.

The next subsection presents necessary biolog-
ical background information about the mormyrid
ELL. This is followed by a section describing our
theoretical approach and its implementation in
the simulations. The third section compares the
results of the model to the physiological results.

Temporal information storage in electrosensory

processing.

The mormyrid electric �sh senses its environment
by emitting an electric organ discharge (EOD) and
detecting the perturbations that nearby objects
cause in the self-generated electric �eld. Special-
ized mormyromast electroreceptors sense the self-
generated �eld and its distortions. Other elec-
trosensory organs, the ampullary electroreceptors,
are used by the �sh to detect low-frequency, ex-
ternally generated electric �elds. A�erent �bers
from both types of electroreceptors respond to the
�sh's own electric organ discharge, and these re-
sponses are conveyed to the cortex of the ELL
where the �bers terminate in separate mormyro-
mast and ampullary zones. The present modeling
study is concerned with only the ampullary region
of the ELL cortex because cells of the ampullary
zone show temporal storage more clearly than cells
of the mormyromast zones.

The cortex of the ELL not only receives input
from the periphery, but also receives electric organ
corollary discharge (EOCD) signals from central
structures. These EOCD signals are correlated
in time with the motor command that elicits the
electric organ discharge. The corollary discharge
signals reach the ELL cortex via various pathways,
of which the eminentia granularis posterior (EGp)
is the most important for the present model (Fig.
1). EGp receives electric organ corollary discharge
signals at various delays up to about 80 msec [Bell
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et al., l992] and additional delays within this path-
way are probably also present. Axons of cells in
the EGp form the parallel �bers of the ELL molec-
ular layer. Thus, individual parallel �bers are be-
lieved to discharge at speci�c delays of zero to
about 100 msec following each electric organ dis-
charge. The net result is a series of signals at
di�erent delays in di�erent parallel �bers. Other
types of predictive signals besides the corollary
discharge signals, such as proprioceptive and de-
scending electrosensory signals, are probably also
involved in adaptive processes [Bastian, 1995, Bell
et al., l997a, Bodznick et al., l992], but only elec-
tric organ corollary discharge signals will be mod-
eled in this study.

The objective of the present model is to study
the adaptive responses of medium ganglion (MG)
cells of the ELL. Parallel �bers synapse on the
apical dendrites of MG cells, (Fig.1) in the molec-
ular layer of the ELL. Basal dendrites of MG
cells in the deeper layers receive electrosensory
input from the periphery via excitatory or in-
hibitory interneurons. There are also e�erent cells
in the ELL (not shown in Fig.1) that are inhib-
ited or excited by electrosensory stimuli in the
centers of their receptive �elds. Medium ganglion
cells are inhibitory (GABAergic) Purkinje-like in-
terneurons which synapse locally on the e�erent
cells and on each other. Only the Purkinje-like
MG cells are modeled in the present study, as
these are the most numerous cell type receiving
both parallel �ber input on apical dendrites and
electrosensory input on basal dendrites. In ad-
dition, MG cells show greater synaptic plasticity
than the similarly situated e�erent cells (Bell, un-
published observation).

Extra- and intracellular recording in vivo has
shown that the responses of MG cells to the
electric organ motor command are plastic [Bell,
l982, Bell et al., l993]. Pairing the electric organ
command signal with an electrosensory stimulus
for a few minutes results in the development of
a response to the command alone that is a neg-
ative image of the previously paired response to
the sensory stimulus [Bell and Szabo, l986] (see
Fig. 2). The negative image is a kind of predic-
tion about expected sensory input that is speci�c
to the time course of the sensory response (which
lasts about 100 msec in the ampullary region) and
its polarity (excitation or inhibition). In the am-
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Fig. 1. Connectivity of the ELL. Parallel �bers arise
from cells in the eminentia granularis posterior (EGp)
and have synapses on the apical molecular layer den-
drites of medium ganglion cells (MG) in the ELL. Pri-
mary a�erent �bers from electroreceptors terminate
on granular neurons in the deeper layers of the ELL
and the granular neurons in turn relay electrosensory
input to the basal dendrites of medium ganglion cells.

pullary zone, the addition of a negative image of
expected input to the actual input minimizes a
potentially disruptive input due to the �sh's own
electric organ discharge.

A combination of observations have lead to the
hypothesis that the generation of negative im-
ages is due to anti-Hebbian synaptic plasticity
at the synapse between parallel �bers and apical
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50 msecEOD

Fig. 2. Electrosensory a�erent input from ampullary

receptors. Histogram of a typical ampullary a�erent
�ber response following an electric organ discharge (1
msec bins) (modi�ed from Bell and Szabo, 1986).

dendrites of medium ganglion and e�erent cells.
The hypothesis is that pairing electrosensory in-
put to the basilar dendrites of medium ganglion
cells with EOCD-linked parallel �ber input to the
apical dendrites leads to a reduction of synaptic
e�cacy at paired synapses. Reduction of e�cacy
at these paired parallel �ber synapses, relative to
other parallel �ber synapses, results in the for-
mation of an EOCD-driven negative image of the
previously associated electrosensory input.

The hypothesis that the generation of negative
images as observed in vivo is due to anti-Hebbian
plasticity at the synapses from parallel �bers onto
MG cells has been strengthened by the demonstra-
tion of such plasticity in the in vitro slice prepara-
tion [Bell et al., l997b]. MG cells show two types
of spikes: a small, narrow, axon spike that does
not invade the soma; and a large, broad soma-
dendritic spike that probably propagates into the
apical dendrites. The threshold of the large broad
spike is 1.2 to 1.6 [Grant et al., 1998] times the
threshold of the small spike. Associative plastic-
ity in MG cells appears to be critically dependent
on the broad spike as well as on the timing of this
spike with respect to the parallel �ber epsp during
pairing. [Bell et al., l993, Bell et al., l997b]Depres-
sion of the epsp was observed only after pairings in
which the broad spike was evoked between 0 and
60 msec after the onset of the parallel �ber epsp
(Fig.3). Pairings at other delays yielded enhance-
ment. The enhancement appeared to be mainly
non-associative, although there was some sugges-
tion of an associative enhancement after pairings
in which the broad spike occurred just before the
epsp.

Recent work has shown that the associative de-
pression at the parallel �ber synapse is blocked by

the NMDA receptor antagonist AP5 [Han et al.,
1999]. This involvement of the NMDA receptor
explains the temporal asymmetry of the learn-
ing rule [Abbott and Blum, 1996, Gerstner et al.,
l993, Levy and Steward, 1983]. Presumably, the
plasticity requires calcium entry through NMDA
channels, and this takes place only when the
postsynaptic depolarization, caused by the broad
spike, occurs during the binding of glutamate to
the NMDA receptor

Although it is clear that synaptic plasticity is
responsible for temporal information storage, it is
not clear how the neural circuitry interacts with
the single synapse learning rule measured in vitro
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Fig. 3. Synaptic change due to pairing of broad spikes

with epsps (A) Modi�ed �gure from (Bell et al., 1997c)
showing percent change in epsp amplitude as a func-
tion of delay between onset of epsp and broad spike
peak. Open circles represent changes that were not
statistically signi�cant. The curve represents the
physiological learning rule investigated in the analytic
section of the results. The model rule consists of a at
segment determined by non-associative learning rate,
�, and an associative segment given by the product
of the associative learning rate, �, and the epsp wave-
form, E(x). (B) Center 100 msec of (A) with super-
imposed epsp waveform.
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to accomplish the accurate storage and retrieval of
temporal information. The only model of a simi-
lar electrosensory system is in elasmobranchs [Nel-
son and Paulin, l995]. In that model, the learn-
ing rules of synaptic plasticity were introduced ad

hoc to insure convergence because there was lit-
tle physiological data available at that time. Now
that the biological learning rule in the ELL is well
characterized [Bell et al., l997b], we may re�ne
our understanding about aspects of the ELL that
inuence the accuracy of its stored image. In the
following, a model of the ELL is constructed so
that mathematical analyses and computer simu-
lations may be used to evaluate the inuence of
di�erent ELL properties on the storage of tempo-
ral information.

2. Methods

Both analytic and simulation methods were used
to address the speci�c problem of whether the
temporal learning rule that is observed in vitro is
consistent with the generation of a negative image
in ELL as observed in vivo. The analytic approach
used a stochastic modeling technique to capture
the physiological facts presented above in a math-
ematical formalism that is valuable for character-
izing neuronal activity through time. The model
neuron representing the MG cell is inuenced by
noise so that we are able to compute time-averages
of the spike frequency. However, it will be seen
that MG cells in the ampullary region of the ELL
exhibit both a frequency coded output, plus a
pulse coding to regulate synaptic plasticity. Both
of these coding schemes are equally well repre-
sented in the model.

The results of the analytic component of this
study are compared with computer simulations
as a non-trivial check on the functional relations
between averages of variables. The simulation
of the time evolution of spike probability func-
tions is carried out with aMonte Carlo simulation

[Binder, l979]. The simulation takes advantage
of the stochastic nature of noisy neural systems
to estimate the behavior in a computationally ef-
�cient implementation of the model. Additional
features of the system are also demonstrated with
the simulations in addition to verifying the hy-

pothesis that the measured temporal learning rule
is responsible for the negative image.

The goal of the model is to analyze the time-
dependent activity of medium ganglion cells in the
ampullary region of the ELL. The anatomical con-
nectivity represented in Fig. 4A identi�es the chief
elements of the model. At every electric organ dis-
charge, a sequence of epsps arrives at the apical
dendrites via parallel �bers, while the ampullary
�ber inputs from the periphery arrive at the basi-
lar dendrites (Fig.4B). Each epsp is evoked at a
characteristic delay between 0 and 100 msec fol-
lowing the electric organ command.

2.1 Stochastic model of the ELL.

In the experiments that are modeled [Bell, l982],
the EOD-stimulation cycle was about 1 Hz,
and it is evident from recent experiments [Bell
et al., l997b] that signi�cant changes in synap-
tic strength require many electric organ discharge
cycles. The spike rate, on the other hand, has
its greatest modulation during each cycle. Thus,
the representation of time will be broken into cy-
cles parametrized by two variables, (x; t), where
x denotes the time following each electric organ
command, and t represents the number of EOD
cycles. This separation of the independent vari-
ables into di�erent time courses is reminiscent of
previous studies using multi-level analysis [Chau-
vet, l993] to incorporate di�erent time scales in
neural models. The fast variable, x, is discretized
in time steps of 4x, and we write xn = n(4x).

The output of the medium ganglion cell will
be represented by two spike probability functions.
The broad spike probability function, fb(x; t),
quanti�es the probability of a broad spike at xmil-
liseconds following an electric organ command sig-
nal issued at time t. There is an analogous spike
probability for narrow spikes. Although the nar-
row spikes propagate via the axon to other neu-
rons and are thus the carriers of information, we
will focus on the broad spikes because they are
most important for the learning dynamics of the
system. In the simulations, it is convenient to in-
clude narrow spike output for comparisons with
experimental results. The spike probability func-
tions are modeled as being dependent on the av-

erage membrane potential, �V (x; t), which is mod-
i�ed by synaptic input. The stochastic aspect
of the model is represented by a parameter that
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Fig. 4. Model of an ELL medium ganglion cell (A)
Schematic diagram of MG cell model. The model MG
cell receives inputs from a time delay series of weighted
epsps (VA(x; t)) and electrosensory input from am-
pullary electroreceptors (VB(x)). The model calcu-
lates the response of the neuron to the electric organ
discharge, ie. the responses to the sensory input which
does not change during a learning sequence and the re-
sponses to the EOCD correlated parallel �ber activity
which do change. All other synaptic inputs are ab-
sorbed into a noise term (see text for details). (B)
Waveforms of epsps used in the analyses and simu-
lations. In the analytic results, the epsps are repre-
sented as an alpha-function shown on the left, and in
the simulations, two epsp waveforms are applied at
each time-step, shown on the right.

quanti�es the ambient noise, �, in the membrane
potential. The noise includes epsps that have no
consistent temporal relationship with the EOCD
signal, in addition to channel and membrane noise.

The stochastic representation is implemented
by considering the membrane potential, V , as a
random variable with a normal (Gaussian) distri-
bution function centered about the average mem-
brane potential, �V (x; t). The probability of a spike
in 4x is represented by a sigmoidal function of the
average membrane potential, centered about the
broad spike threshold, �b,

fb(x; t) =
1

1 + exp[��( �V (x; t)� �b)]
; (1)

where � is a parameter related to the noise in the
system. This expression de�nes the broad spike
probability function by computing the probabil-
ity that the membrane potential is greater than
the threshold. A lower threshold value is used for
computing the probability of narrow spikes.

The average membrane potential of the model
ganglion cell is modulated by the sum of two
sources of synaptic input, the basilar dendrites
and the apical dendrites. The contribution of the
basilar dendrites arises from primary a�erents of
the ampullary electroreceptors. These a�erent sig-
nals are represented as a function, VB(x), that is
the same for each EOD cycle during the learning
sequence. Due to inhibitory interneurons in the
deep layers of the ELL, the a�erent signal shown
in Fig. 2 is often inverted in the MG cells, as in
the simulations.

The apical dendrites contribute a weighted sum
of epsps that arise from parallel �ber signals orig-
inating in the EGp. The waveform of each epsp
(shown in Fig. 4B) is represented by Ei(x), where
x represents the time that the parallel �ber im-
pulse �rst reaches the synapse, and the index i
classi�es di�erent time courses. These functions
are normalized so that their integrals over one
cycle are unity,

P
nEi(xn) = 1, and when mul-

tiplied by a weighting factor, wi(x; t), yield the
epsp. At each time step in the x-component
(xn = n(4x) with n an integer) up to the 100 msec
limit for temporally correlated EOCD inputs, we
assign synapses where the value of their epsps are
equal to wi(xn; t)Ei(x� xn). The contribution to
the membrane potential by the apical dendrites is
then computed to be the linear sum of all epsps,

VA(x; t) =
X
i

NX
n=1

wi(xn; t)Ei(x� xn): (2)

where N represents the limit of temporally corre-
lated input, and i is summed over the number of
di�erent epsp waveforms in the model.

This method of handling synaptic inputs is a
modi�ed version of the spike response model [Ger-
stner and van Hemmen, l992]. The method is
similar to the integrate-and-�re approach, but is a
more biologically realistic representation of synap-
tic input on the membrane potential as measured
at the soma. The most important di�erence be-
tween this approach and integrate-and-�re models
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is the absence of an explicit refractory period in
the spike generation function. Since we interpret
the spike probability as the spike generator, the
instantaneous broad spike frequency, �b, is com-
puted by multiplying the probability function by
the maximum frequency represented by the in-
verse of the refractory period, �b = (1=rb)fb(x; t).
This modi�cation of previous approaches greatly
simpli�es the analysis to allow a derivation of rel-
evant functional relations between variables. To
check the validity of this simpli�cation, physio-
logically realistic refractory periods are included
in the simulations.
The in vitro studies presented in [Bell et al.,

l997b] show that the learning rule for synap-
tic change has two components: non-associative
enhancement and associative depression. The
non-associative enhancement occurs whenever a
synapse is active, regardless of the postsynaptic
activity. Since each parallel �ber synapse is ac-
tive once during the cycle, the enhancement will
be represented as a constant weight change. The
form of the associative depression learning win-
dow is represented by a function, Li(x). In keep-
ing with experimental results, this function van-
ishes for values of x that are not in the interval,
0 � x � 60 msec. The learning rule is formalized
so that: if xb represents the time a broad spike fol-
lows the onset of the EOD cycle, then the learning
rule for each synaptic weight at time t that begins
its associated epsp at xn is

4wi(xn; t) = �� �Li(xb � xn) (3)

where � determines the non-associative learning
rate and � determines the associative learning
rate for each synapse with an impulse arriving at
x = xn. The presence of a non-associative term
implies that all of the synapses would saturate
at their greatest values unless the average con-
tribution of the associative depression is negative.
Thus, we will normalize the associative learning
function

P
n Li(xn) = 1 and absorb the scale into

�.
To analyze whether this learning rule combines

with the model's anatomy to generate a stable
negative image of the a�erent input, we aver-
age the change in each synaptic weight per cycle,
4wn(t) = wn(t+ 1)� wn(t). The average change
in synaptic weight is computed by using the broad
spike probability function fb(x; t) and integrating

over the cycle length:

< 4wi(xn; t) > =

�T � �
X
m

Li(xm � xn)fb(xm; t); (4)

where T is the cycle length and we will set T = 1
in the following analysis. This expression will be
used to compute the average change in spike out-
put of MG cells as a result of synaptic plasticity.

2.2 Simulations of MG cell activity.

The studies presented here are based on com-
puter simulations of the ELL model shown in
Fig. 4. Custom simulation software was written
in C++ and a graphical user interface was de-
signed using the Metrowerks Codewarrior com-
piler and libraries. The software used in this sim-
ulation can be obtained by anonymous FTP from
reed.edu/reed/users/proberts.
A time-step of 1 msec in the x-component is

used, and periodic boundary conditions are closed
at 150 msec. This post-EOD time period is ade-
quate because the maximum response time of the
ampullary �bers is 100 msec so there could be no
interference with the beginning of the EOD cycle.
Each time step in the t-coordinate is counted as a
single EOD-stimulus cycle.
There are 300 apical epsps in the simulation (2

at each of the 150 di�erent delays, 1 msec apart)
with temporally correlated signals tagged by the
arrival time of the signal to the synapse at the
apical dendrites. The 2 epsp inputs at each de-
lay are of di�erent waveforms, E1(x) and E2(x)
shown in Fig. 4B, to simulate the possibility of
di�erent synaptic time courses. Two weights (one
for each synapse) are associated with each time-
step in the x-coordinate, and the weight satura-
tion cuto�s are set at 1 � w � 60.
The contribution to the membrane potential by

the apical dendrites, VA(x; t), is computed using
the expression in Eq.(2). The contribution by the
basilar dendrites, VB(x; t), is set to mimic am-
pullary a�erent �ber activity (Fig. 2) inverted by
an inhibitory interneuron.
The sequence that the program executes during

each EOD-stimulus cycle is as follows: First the
modulation of the membrane potential due to the
apical and basilar dendrites is computed. Next, a
broad and/or narrow spike is assigned to each time
step in the x-coordinate in accordance with a lin-
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earized probability function. Finally, the synap-
tic weights are updated by scanning the region
around a speci�c temporally correlated parallel
�ber input for a broad spike within the range of its
associative learning function, Li(x). A di�erent
learning function (L1(x) and L2(x)) is associated
with each epsp waveform (E1(x) and E2(x)). If a
broad spike is found then the synaptic weight is
changed by an amount proportional to Li(x) (see
Eq.(3)). Otherwise the weight is increased by the
non-associative enhancement rate. The sequence
is then iterated until terminated by the investiga-
tor.

3. Results

We wish to compute the �nal level of activity
for the case in which the broad spike probability
function fb(x; t) relaxes to a constant value over
x due to pairing with the ampullary a�erent sig-
nal [Bell, l982]. In this model of the ELL, a high
membrane potential at any time x increases the
probability of broad spikes which in turn leads to
synaptic depression. On the other hand, a low
membrane potential leads to few broad spikes and
non-associative plasticity increases the strengths
of the corresponding synapses. Thus, there is a
balance between these two types of plasticity that
determines both the narrow and the broad spike
frequencies.

The parallel �ber evoked epsp is depressed when
the postsynaptic broad spike occurs within about
60 msec of epsp onset [Bell et al., l997b]. This is
about the same duration as the epsp itself, and
we will show that this correspondence is essen-
tial for the formation of a faithful negative image
of the ampullary input. This correspondence be-
tween the epsp and the learning rule makes sense
computationally under the hypothesis that asso-
ciative depression alters only those epsps that di-
rectly contribute to the generation of a postsynap-
tic broad spike. In the analytic portion of this in-
vestigation, we analyze the dynamics of the phys-
iological learning rule [Bell et al., l997b]. In the
simulations, we make comparisons to variations on

the learning rule and simulate the e�ects on the
accuracy of the negative image.

3.1 Analytic results from the stochastic model of

the ELL.

Let us assume that the sensory input represented
in the model by VB(x) is well behaved enough that
there exists a set of weights f �wng, that cause the
apical input to an MG cell to exactly cancel the
variations of the a�erent input. If the weights take
on these speci�c values, then the sum of the epsps
with the a�erent input, VB(x), will be constant:

X
n�N

�wnE(x� xn) + VB(x) = �U: (5)

where �U is a constant in both x and t. The con-
stant �U represents the �nal average membrane po-
tential to which the MG cell settles after a learning
sequence that pairs the corollary discharge signal
with the electric organ discharge. The assumption
that such a set of weights exists is physiologically
realistic because the basilar inputs represented by
VB(x) are themselves transmitted to the MG cell
through a sum of postsynaptic potentials. In this
equation, and in the following analysis, only one
epsp waveform is considered at each t-step.

If the weights converge to the set f �wng un-
der the inuence of plasticity, then �V (xn; t) = �U
when < 4w(xn; t) >= 0, for each xn. A con-
stant average membrane pontential also implies
that the broad spike probability is constant over
x and t, fb(x; t) = �fb. Using the equation (4)
for the average change of the weights, we �nd
that the solution for the stationary broad spike
probability is �fb = �=� for any choice of asso-
ciative learning window. Because the probabil-
ity function is always less than one, the existence
of a stationary weight con�guration implies that
� < �. This is true because the temporal learning
rule (Eq.3) is represented as a di�erence between
enhancement and depression, and the associative
depression must outweigh the ever-present non-
associative enhancement.

If we substitute the apical contribution to the
membrane potential from Eq.(5), VA(x; t) = �U �
VB(x), into the spike probability function, Eq.(1),
we can solve for the stationary average membrane
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potential:

�U = �b �
1

�
ln( �f�1b � 1) (6)

Since �fb = �=�, this expression shows that the
membrane potential in the stationary weight con-
�guration is dependent on the broad spike thresh-
old, the noise, and the ratio of the learning rates.
We will now calculate the time constant for

the convergence to a stable negative image. The
method is to expand the broad spike probability
function about �V (x; t) = �U , and substitute this
expression into the equation of the average change
of the synaptic weights (Eq.4) in the continuous
time (t) limit. Expanding the expression for the
broad spike probability function (Eq.1) yields,

fb(x; t) =

= �fb + (�V (x; t)� �U )
@

@ �V
fb(x; t)j�V=�U + � � �

=
�

�
+ �

�

�
(1�

�

�
)( �V (x; t)� �U) + � � � (7)

We now substitute this expression into Eq.(4) and
take the continuum limit to obtain

d

dt
< w(xn; t) > =

= ���(1�
�

�
)

Z
L(xn � x)( �V (x; t)� �U )dx

= ���(1�
�

�
)

Z
L(xn � x)� (8)

�
X
m

(< w(xm; t) > � �wm)E(xm � x)dx:

where we are now ignoring the higher order terms
in ( �V (x; t) � �U ). Notice that the explicit non-
associative term of the learning rule has been can-
celled. This is because when the average mem-
brane potential is near �U , the system is in an
equilibrium between the e�ects of associative and
non-associative inuences.
Although a constant broad spike frequency is a

valid solution to Eq.(8), there may be other solu-
tions that can be decomposed into a sum of os-
cillatory instabilities. Instabilities will grow as a
function of t, so we must derive an expression for
the decay constant, � that quanti�es the rate of
approach to a stable membrane potential. The
sign of � will signify whether the ocsillations de-
cay, or are unstable and grow in time. Our ap-

proach is to introduce an in�nite set of oscillatory
solutions, or modes, into the dynamical expression
for the average weights given by Eq.(8). Then
the decay rate corresponding to each mode will
be calculated. The oscillations are assumed to be
on the time-scale of the x-component and encode
the deviations from the target weight con�gura-
tion, f �wng. Let k represent the frequency of each
mode. We seek solutions of the form,

< w(xn; t) >= �wn + eikxie�t=� : (9)

Substituting this expression into Eq.(8), and ap-
proximating the summation with an integral, we
change variables to arrive at

1

�
= ��(1�

�

�
)

Z Z
L(y � z)E(y)eikzdy dz:(10)

By expressing both E(x) and L(x) as �-functions
we may derive an expression for the decay con-
stant, � . We will investigate the case where the
wave form of the learning rule exactly matches the
epsp wavefrorm. Let E(x) = E2x exp(�Ex) and
L(x) = E2x exp(�Ex) for x > 0 and these func-
tions vanish for x � 0. The expression for � then
becomes,

1

�
= ��(1�

�

�
)

E4

2(E2 + k2)2
: (11)

For disturbances with wavelengths longer than the
epsp waveform, such as the normal ampullary in-
put, this time constant can be approximated as,
2=� = ��(1 � �=�). Since the decay constant is
positive as long as � < �, then the approach of
the system to a constant �nal membrane poten-
tial is a valid solution of the dynamical equation
of synaptic change. This expression appears to be
valid only for the physiological form of the learn-
ing rule as reported in [Bell et al., l997b] as is
demonstrated in the following subsection. It can
be shown that instabilities may arise in the solu-
tions of Eq. 8 when L 6= E, and in the case that
the associative segment of learning rule does not
match the waveform of the epsp. However, it can
also be shown that for a small range of L � E, the
negative image is stable [Roberts, 1999b] These in-
stabilities ruin the �delity of the negative image
so that cancellation of the a�erent input is incom-
plete.
This subsection has shown that when the wave-

form of the epsp matches the associative learning
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rule, all deviations of the �nal membrane poten-
tial from a constant value over x are suppressed by
synaptic plasticity. Thus, the learning rule mea-
sured in vivo leads to the exact cancellation of the
�shes own electric discharge signal. In addition,
we have found that the �nal spike frequency after
the pairing of the corollary discharge input with
a�erent input is determined only by the learning
rates (� and �). The next subsection will demon-
strates these conclusions with computer simula-
tions. The simulations will also demonstrate the
growth of unstable modes when there is a mis-
match between the epsp waveform and the asso-
ciative learning function.

3.2 Simulations of electrosensory processing.

The simulations have con�rmed that the best
match with experimental results of sensory adap-
tation of MG cells in the ampullary region appears
when the associative learning rule is set by the
epsp, L(x) = E(x). The comparison with exper-
imental data [Bell, l982] is given in Fig. 6. The
raster plot shows the creation of a negative image
of the electrosensory signal from a combination
of the temporally correlated parallel �ber inputs.
In this simulation, the threshold for narrow spikes
was set at 45% of the maximummembrane poten-
tial's value, and for broad spikes, 70%.

This model duplicates the experimental results
obtained in vivo with naturally occurring sensory
and motor signals using the learning rule obtained
from in vitro studies [Bell et al., l997b]. The
simulation therefore supports the hypothesis that
synaptic plasticity at parallel �ber synapses is a
major component involved in the generation of
negative images in the ELL.

A more detailed representation of the �nal
weight con�guration and the �nal membrane po-
tential V (x; t) is shown for the simulation at t =
200 (Fig. 5). The magnitude of the weights are
shown to slightly proceed the form of the apical
contribution to the membrane potential, VA(x; t)
because the epsps project into higher values of
x beyond each weights timing label. The basi-
lar contribution, VB(x; t), has been represented
by a piecewise linear function in the simulation.
Thus, there are small peaks and dips in the to-
tal membrane potential that could not be exactly
cancelled by VA(x; t), such as at x = 30. However,

in the biological system, such sharp corners do not
exist, and the ampullary a�erent input is smooth
enough for exact cancellation.

The learning rule used in the simulation ( Fig.
7A) that generated the raster plot of Fig. 6 ap-
pears to provide the optimal timing for associative
depression and non-associative enhancement. We
tested various modi�cations of the learning rule
as shown in Fig. 7 (B, C, and D), none of which
generated a negative image as accurately as A.

To measure the deviation from a constant mem-
brane potential (in x), we computed the mean
square contingency given by the expression,

�2(t)

N
=

1

N

NX
n=1

(V (xn; t)� < V (t) >)2

< V (t) >
; (12)

where < V (t) > is the membrane potential at time
t averaged over the EOD cycle, and N is the num-
ber of time-steps in x. This quantity appears to be
quite sensitive for measuring the deviations from
a constant membrane potential.
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Fig. 5. Contribution of apical and basal inputs to gen-

erate the total membrane potential after pairing. The
average total membrane potential, �V (x; t), is simu-
lated by adding the contribution of the basilar den-
drites, VB(x; t), to the epsp waveforms multiplied by
weighting factors, w1(x; t) and w2(x; t), that repre-
sent the contribution of the apical dendrites, VA(x; t).
Thus, VA(x; t) is the \negative image" of the paired
electrosensory input, VB(x; t) The noise in the weight
traces is due to the stochastic assignment of broad
spikes that drives the learning rule's associative com-
ponent.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of experimental data with preliminary simulation. (A) Raster plot of ganglion cell response
from Bell, et al. (l997a). Each dot represents a spike and each row is an EOCD cycle. Command signal alone (C)
yields no modulation of the cell activity. When an electrical stimulus is paired with the command (C+S), there is
a pause followed by a burst. After 9 minutes of pairing, modulation subsides, and when the stimulus is silenced, a
negative image is present, which eventually subsides. (B) Computer simulation of the same experimental paradigm
as in (A) using the physiological learning rule.

The evolution of the mean square contingency
is shown in Fig. 8. The same paradigm was used
to generate this graph as in the raster plot of Fig.
6; the �rst phase simulated the stimulus plus com-
mand stimulus (C+S), then the stimulus was shut
o� (C) at t = 100. It can be seen that all of the
learning rules show some adaptation that initially
reduced the deviation from a constant potential.
However, only the learning rule that most closely
matches the physiological rule measured in vitro

(A) reaches a mean square contingency of zero.

When the learning rule had no non-associative
enhancement, all synapses eventually saturated at
their minimal value. The physiological learning
rule (A) with � = 0 is able to reduce the to-
tal membrane potential when the sensory input
(Vb(x)) is high, but cannot enhance the poten-
tial when the sensory input is low. The value of
�2(t)=N simply freezes when the potential is re-
duced to a level where the noise cannot push the
membrane potential over the threshold for broad
spikes. In a simulation where the command signal
was paired with sensory input for 400 EOD cycles,

and �2(t)=N was recorded for 200 further cycles,
the mean value was 17.0, with zero standard devi-
ation because the membrane potential was below
the level of broad spike generation. As a compar-
ison, the same variable simulated with � = 1 had
a mean of 1.5 �0.9.

Distortions in the membrane potential were
found when the learning rule was such that synap-
tic depression resulted from a symmetric associa-
tions within a small neighborhood of the begin-
ning of an epsp (Fig. 7B), rather than from the
requirement that the broad spike follows the on-
set of an epsp, as observed in vitro (Fig. 7A)).
The symmetric association learning rule (Fig. 7B)
generates a reasonably good negative image with a
mean value for �2(t)=N equal to 17.0 �3.4 during
the 200 EOD cycles following t = 400 (in compari-
son to 1.5 �0.9 for the learning rule found in vitro

(Fig. 7A)). However, the dynamics of this learning
rule are unstable so that oscillations in x begin to
form after many cycles. For instance, when the
simulation is allowed to run for 4000 EOD cycles,
the mean value of �2(t)=N increases to 63.7�15.7.
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Fig. 7. Learning rules studied in the simulation (A)
Learning rule that is consistentwith data presented in (Bell
et al. 1997b). (B) Temporally symmetric learning rule.
(C) Temporally antisymmetric learning rule. (D) Learning
where the associative depression is not coincident with the
epsp.

The unstable oscillations are seen more clearly
in the graph of the average membrane potential
(Fig. 9). For each learning rule, the most unsta-
ble wavelength dominates the oscillations yielding
the self-generated pattern. These oscillations rep-
resent unstable solutions to Eq.(8) discussed in
the last section resulting from a negative decay
constant.

Instabilities due to the dynamics of the learning
rules become more apparent in the examples rep-
resented by Fig. 7C and D. The �rst rule (C) gen-
erates travelling waves in the x component simi-
lar to the instablilties analyzed in the companion
paper [Roberts, 1999a]. This rule is opposite in
sign to the physiological learning rule found in the
neocortex [Markram et al., l997] in which epsp en-
hancement occurs when the postsynaptic spike fol-
lowed the epsp onset by less than 100 msec and de-
pression when the spike preceeded the epsp onset
by less than 100msec. The rule of Fig. 7C includes
an associative enhancement for pairings when the
broad spike immediately proceeds the epsp and no
non-associative enhancement. Although the devi-
ations from a constant membrane potential never
grow very large, the system with this rule does not
converge onto an accurate negative image. The
mean value of the mean square contingency for the

200 EOD cycles following t = 400 is 68.3 �17.5.
Since the integral of the associative portion of the
rule is zero, a non-associative enhancement would
cause an overall increase in the weights until they
eventually saturate at their greatest values. Thus,
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of adaptive response. The mean
square contingency (de�ned in text) versus the number of
EOD cycle for each of the learning rules of Fig. 7. For
the �rst 100 EOD cycles, the command signal is paired
with the sensory input (C+S), then the command cycle is
presented alone (C). The letters identify the learning rule
used in each simulation run.
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Fig. 9. Post-pairing membrane potentials for di�erent

learning rules. The average total membrane potential (ar-
bitrary units) after pairing the command signal with sen-
sory input for 450 EOD cycles (except for (D), which was
paired for 400 cycles).
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in this learning rule the non-associative enhance-
ment was set to zero (� = 0).

The most dramatic instabilities that were found
in the simulations employing the learning rule rep-
resented by Fig. 7D where the associative depres-
sion is not coincident with the epsp. In this case,
large stationary oscillations developed as seen in
the \snap shot" of the membrane potential at
t = 400 shown in Fig. 9. This kind of instability
appears to be present in all learning rules when
the associative depression is not coincident with
the epsp waveform.

4. Discussion

The results presented in the previous section con-
�rm that the necessary conditions for the ELL to
generate a negative image to cancel the �sh's own
electric organ discharge are: (1) a series of delayed
inputs that are correlated with the EOD, and (2)
modi�ability of parallel �ber synapses in accord
with the learning rule shown in Fig. 3. Without
the serial delayed inputs, there would be no time-
ordered set of inputs from which to sculpt the
negative image. In addition, learning rules that
are di�erent from the one demonstrated physio-
logically lead to suboptimal negative images and
instabilities.

In in vivo experiments, pairing with a sensory
stimulus that depolarized the MG cell led to a
hyperpolarizing predictive response, and pairings
with a hyperpolarizing sensory stimulus led to a
depolarizing predictive response. Such symmetry
was not observed, however, in pairings with intra-
cellular current pulses. Pairings with depolarizing
intracellular current pulses in vitro led to a hyper-
polarizing predictive response (as in pairings with
a sensory stimulus), but pairings with hyperpolar-
izing current pulses did not have any e�ect. Thus,
on the cellular level pairing with postsynaptic de-
polarization, which causes a broad spike, leads
to an associative synaptic depression, but pair-
ing with postsynaptic hyperpolarization does not
seem to cause any associative change in synaptic
e�cacy. This asymmetry was incorporated into
the learning rule that was used in the model.

How then is the depolarizing predictive response
following pairing with a hyperpolarizing sensory
stimulus generated in vivo and in the model? In

the model, the depolarizing predictive response is
related to relative di�erences in the spontaneous
activity of broad spikes. The depolarizing pre-
dictive response is generated because broad spikes
are more likely to occur outside this period. Thus,
on the average, parallel �ber epsps arriving during
the hyperpolarization are less subject to associa-
tive depression than to non-associative enhance-
ment. During the course of several EOD cycles,
the parallel �ber epsps undergo a net increase in
their contribution to the average membrane po-
tential. In contrast, parallel �ber epsps arriv-
ing outside the period of hyperpolarization will
be subject to relatively more associative depres-
sion due to the more frequent occurrence of broad
spikes. The depolarizing predictive response in
the model thus depends critically on the rate of
occurrence of spontaneous broad spikes, which in
turn depends on the amplitude and frequency of
membrane potential noise. Spontaneous broad
spikes are sometimes present in MG cells and such
spikes could be part of the explanation for depo-
larizing predictive responses observed in vivo.

Another mechanism has also been suggested for
explaining how a learning rule that allows associa-
tive changes in synaptic e�cacy only after pairing
with postsynaptic depolarizations could give rise
to the symmetrical changes following pairing with
excitatory and inhibitory sensory stimuli that are
observed in vivo (Han et al. 1998). This expla-
nation does not require spontaneous activity of
broad spikes and relies on network elements that
are present in the real ELL but not in the model.
Two distinct types of medium ganglion cells are
present in ELL, and the morphology suggests that
one is an \on" cell, excited by sensory stimuli
that excite primary a�erent �ber, and the other
is an \o�" cell, inhibited by such sensory stim-
uli. Mutual inhibitory connections between two
such MG cells could explain adaptive responses
to depolarization even if synaptic plasticity only
occurs after pairing with postsynaptic depolariza-
tion. Parallel �ber epsps onto the cell type that is
depolarized by the sensory stimulus would be re-
duced by associative depression, but those on the
MG cell type that is hyperpolarized by the same
sensory stimulus would not change. Because of
the plasticity, the cell paired with depolarization
would show a pause after the pairing, disinhibiting
the cell paired with hyperpolarization. The latter
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would therefore give a burst response as a result
of the pairing even though its synapses had not
undergone any plastic change.

Another e�ect of mutual inhibition between op-
ponent MG cells would be to equalize the rate of
the adaptation to hyperpolarizing a�erent input
with the rate of adaptation to depolarizing a�er-
ent input, as is actually observed in vivo (unpub-
lished observation). However, equality of adapta-
tion rates is not a necessary consequence of the
model. In fact, for the two rates to be the same in
the model requires a precise and particular ratio
between the associative and non-associative learn-
ing rates. Such a delicate balance seems unlikely
in a biological system, and future studies will have
to address this issue of equal adaptation rates.

The two components of the adaptive response,
associative depression and non-associative en-
hancement, drive the spike output of MG cells to
an equilibrium level that is determined by the ra-
tio of the learning rates (� : � in Fig. 3). Thus, for
any time interval within the �rst 100 msec follow-
ing the electric organ discharge, deviations from
the equilibrium spike output are damped. Since
the average membrane potential is driven to the
equilibrium level ( �U in Eq. 6), the learning rule
will increase (decrease) the synaptic e�cacy if the
postsynaptic neuron is hyperpolarized (depolar-
ized) from this level. In this respect, the learn-
ing rule of Fig. 3 is a biological implementation of
the anti-covariant [Sejnowski, 1977] learning rule.
However, random uctuations that were reported
by Sejnowski (1977) to result in cumulative errors,
are, in the present case, an essential ingredient to
the adaptive response of the MG neurons and lead
to a reduction of errors.

Most temporal learning rules lead to instabili-
ties, as illustrated in the simulations (Fig. 9, traces
B, C, and D). In the present case, instabilities
interfere with the functional role of the learning
rule; the cancellation of predictable rea�erent in-
put. However, in some cases instabilities can be
useful, as in the rule found in the mammalian cor-
tex [Bi and ming Poo, 1998, Markram et al., l997]
that was studied in the companion paper [Roberts,
1999a]. In the cortical case, the circuitry takes
advantage of the learning rule's dynamical insta-
bilities to link associated events together in time.
Thus, in the presently known biological temporal
learning rules, one rule eliminates predictable sen-

sory events to emphasize novel patterns, and the
other induces a neuron to respond to a sensory
event that is predictive of a future event. It will
be interesting to discover if biological neural sys-
tems have developed other temporal learning rules
for other functional uses, and how the function
of these two known learning rules is a�ected by
di�erent neural architectures [Abbott and Blum,
1996, Gerstner et al., l993].

It is instructive to compare the learning model
presented here with other recent models of \spike-
based" Hebbian learning [Gerstner et al., l996,
Kempter et al., l999]. The model neurons are
mathematically identical with the exception of a
factor proportional to the noise in the linearized
version of the present model's spike probability
function (Eq.7). The main di�erence arises from
how the separation of time scales is handled. In
the present case, the fast time scale is assigned
a separate coordinate, an approach that follows
naturally from the experimental paradigm that
is being modeled. In [Kempter et al., l999], the
equation of synaptic change is derived from a cor-
relation of the pre- and postsynaptic spikes that
is time averaged over the time interval of the
learning trial. The result is a learning equation
that does not convolve the learning function with
the epsp waveform so that oscillatory instabilities
found in the present analysis would be overlooked.
This di�erence in formulation is important when
the synaptic input is temporally correlated with a
non-adaptive (background) input that represents
the sensory image in the present case.

The exact timing of temporal learning rules has
been shown here to result in important conse-
quences for the dynamics of biological neural net-
works. The combination of analysis and simula-
tions used here has illustrated these dynamics for
the speci�c case of a single neuron responding to
a delayed serial input correlated with a reference
signal. This architecture is particularly relevant
for the ELL which acts as an adaptive �lter to
cancel predictable rea�erent input using corollary
discharge information as a reference signal. The
lessons learned in this system can be expected to
have relevance to other similar neural systems as
discussed in the introduction, and may form a ba-
sis for general principles of biological sensory pro-
cessing.
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